E.O.S.A.R.D.A. Council of Dancers Meeting Minutes
November 15 2015
Ground Floor Board Room, Ottawa Citizen's Building,
Baxter Road, Ottawa

Represented Clubs and Representatives at COD
Adams Aces
Bay Waves
Capital Carousels
Charmin Promenaders
Got Lines
Harbour Lites
Kanata Squares
Grenville Gremlins
PJ’s
Lockits
Meri Squares
Mississippi Squares
OSRDF
Ottawa Date Squares
Stonebridge Squares
Sunshine Squares
Swinging Swallows
Take a step Rounds
Trackers
Village Squares

Bruce Warner
Pierre Reinhard
Arlo Speer
Wendy VanderMeulen
Dave Western
Germain Hull
Marie Currie
Mary Power
Gavin Currie
Geoff Clarke
Ann Davelaar
Helgi Gooddman
Peter Courdin
Benoit Renault
Dean Bean
Jim Kearns
Bill Shields
Arlo Speer
Pierre Reinhard
Bob Forsyth

MaryAnne Reinhard
Ziggy Segstro

Shirley Hull
Dave Currie
Bernie Power

June Tripp
Sharen Goodman
Karen Remy
Robert Dunlop
Sherley Benson
Diane Kearns
Renton Patterson
Mary Anne Reinhard

1. Call to Order

- Dave Western

2. Confirmation of a quorum

- Barbara Englehart

3. Opening remarks

- Dave Western - See Attached #1

4. Approval of the draft agenda

- Dave Western

Passed

5. Approval of Minutes of the November 2014 Council of Dancers
Amendments Ann L Merri Squares – Delete, Linn delete.
Add Ann Develarr
Add Diane Kerns Sunshine Squares
Motion: Benoit, 2nd Ziggy Amended Passed
6. Reports
a) Operations Committee
i) This year’s Board

- Dave Western

Germain Hull Sw Rep
ii) Financial Report

- Charlene Gardner- See Attached #2

Q: Peter Courdin: We should use the word Surplus instead of Profit in our financial reports
Q: Ziggy Capital Carousels
Financial statements provided with Agenda is it also part of the minutes?
A: NO Financial data is saved on the Website
Q: Could printed copies be made available at COD
Q: Jim Kerns Sunshine Squares – Will it come with Details

A: Yes we will provide details with report
Action: Print copies of Financial statements for COD
iii) Registrar’s Report
- Barbara Englehart
Q: Arlo Spears - Capital Carousels:
How does Square and round dance Increase our Numbers?
How can we learn from what other clubs are doing?
Is Publicity the key?
A: Dave Western – President EOSARDA
We will discuss later – We need to find a solution
More Exposure is needed and is usually why people respond
Q: Peter Courdin:
We need to verify that we are only counting people once with our registration.
Especially when people are part of multiple clubs. Or across Dancing styles.
b) Dance Committee
- Barbara Englehart
Q: Ann Devlar – Meri Squares: some were confused that the 60th was not a regular dance.
C: Mary Anne Reinhard – Bay Waves: Thank you to Shirley and June for all your help at the door.
ii) Swing into Spring 2016
- Andy Himberg-Larsen
 Is going ahead, planning and organizing ongoing.
C: Mary Anne Reinhard: Are they having Dry Camping again: YES
C: Dave Western: SIS is becoming a major event, you should talk to your clubs about it and promote this event.
C: Peter Courdin: if flyers are available those going down south can take them.
ACTION: Ask Andy to send out flyers. And to get up on website
c) Publicity, and Promotions
- Mary Anne Reinhard - See Attached #3
Q: Halgi Goodman – Mississippi Squares: is there procedures?
A: Dave Western: We have created a procedures manual, they are available at EODANCE Website.
Covers what we do, subsidies, club subsidy, etc.
Q: Ziggy Segstro: When changes are made to this are all club representatives notified of the changes?
A: Dave Western: Yes, at COD and updates on Websites.
Q: Wendy VanderMeulen - Charmin Promenaders: is there instructions on how to get an insurance certificate?
A: Dave Western: We need to write this chapter.
d) Club Liaison Committee

- Richard Sharman

We will be paying $25 year to be on the “Where to Dance” website
 Don and Jean Will be presented with a long service award at Capital Carousels
Mary Power Grenville Gremlins: Will the “Where to Dance” website stay in effect? It is an old site.
A: the old Dance Ottawa site is dead not “Where to dance”
Ziggy: Should eoDance link to this website?
Geoff Clarke Lockits:
- Where to Dance is on facebook and the web.
- He is actively persuing information and updating his website.
- He follows up on any dead or broken links .
Mary Anne Reinhart Bay Waves:
- Should eoDance be listed in “Where to Dance”
Bob Summers:
- “where to dance” ties to a time and location, so linking to a general website would not be what they are
desiged for.
- They do have a Geographical search option on their site.
Arlo Speers: more outside Ottawa clubs on the site not inside Ottawa.
Dave Western: Dance Ottawa was about people looking to dance.

e) Information Technology Committee
- Bob Summers
- Mail chimp Available on eoDance.
- Dangle program information is on the websie, New Dancers information
- Club pages needs for information and updated information.
Ziggy: We tried to add an event for next August, Could not add themselves.
A: all additions should be sent to Bob Summers at eoDance to be added to calendar after it has been assessed
f) Ottawa Area Callers Association (OACA)
g) Round Dance Teachers Association (RDTA)
- Rebuilding

- David Currie
- Jim Sawtell

g) SVSRDA
-?
- Swing into spring is a go, all preparations are going well.
- Early registration going out.
Q: Bernie Power Grenville Gremlins:
Can we bring SVSRDA and EOSARDA together??
A: Wendy VanderMeulen:
We use to be one association, but since we do thing different that the space, it was decided to split
Dave Western:
 Only would effect 2 -3 clubs in the us and western Quebec since EOSARDA had stricked guideline in
membership it was difficult.
 Resources are always limited we would need more people from Cornwall and Nappanee areas
 We would always be open to having them join us.
h) Ontario Square and Round Dance Federation

- Peter Courdin – report?? missing

7. Unfinished Business
a) Dance Scheduling Conflicts
- Bob Summers
Peter Cordon: the responsibility should be on the Event coordinators to keep from having conflicts.
They should look at the clubs in the area and talk to ensure there is no conflicts.
Dave Western:
There are very few available weekends during the dance season that are available and it makes it difficult.
Geoff Clarke:
Complements to EOSARDA on coming up with a definitive plan of action
We have to have cooperation between clubs.
Do you have some example of conflicts?
Bob Summers: Some example were given
i.e. if a primary square dance and primary round dance occur – there is no conflict.
If an A2 and Basic Dance occur there is no conflict.
Geoffe Clarke:
So capital carrousels can have a round dance the same weekend as the halfway dance??
A: the definition is : significantly affect the amount of dancers going to that dance.
Dave Western:
It is very difficult to define, we would encourage event coordinators to look at other groups in there areas
and talk. If there is a conflict we would encourage the two groups to talk to work something out.
Bernie Grenville Gremlins:
99/100 calling the club that might be affected can help to resolve the issue of the conflicts.
Bob Summers:
eoDance has taken the issues to heart and applied this solution. It is the best we could come up with .
Halgi: the coordinators should check around before planning their events.

Dave Western:
Recommendation by the board
Motion: We accept the solution presented by EOSARDA in resolving the conflict resolutions
(full text should be added here )
Motion: Dave Western 2nd Gavin Currie Passed.
Comments:
Bernie: put the 2 clubs in conflict in touch with each other.
Arlo Speeres:
Actions, Avoid conflicts, not advertise 2nd event
Ann meri squares:
Put out a list of all grandfathered events.
Bob Summers:
At the beginning of the year the grandfathered clubs should put in their reserved dates.
Geoff Clarke:
We need common sence.
Grandfathered events maybe should be able to book for 2 -3 years in advance.
Dave Western:
Is 2 or 3 years reasonable??
Wendy V:
Some dance are indefinite, ie Halfway dance.
Bob Summers:
Dances should be renewed yearly to insure that things are verified and kept up to date.
Gavin Currie:
Some events are based on availability so they can only be booked from year to year.
Vote: Passed

b) Implementing the Young Dancer Initiative in your club
- Dave Western
Presintation to club
Action: take this back to your clubs and let us know how to implement this initiative
Questions:
Bob Forsith villiage squares
How many callers are available for this?
How many callers in schools already?
Dave Western:
Callers Association has approved this program and are fully supporting this. We could do this without
callers but we would prefer human contact.
We don’t have the exact number of HS
Basically we are looking at teenagers age of children are a factor.
Branson Patterson:
What about the club 50 ?
7-8 graders would be the best target groups
Dave Western:
It is up to the callers what program they want to use. But all teen clubs should use the same program.
Wendy V:
Nothing says we can’t be flexible to a varied schedule such as every other week or something like that.
Andy H:
We don’t know what age groups we can get, must take anything we can get.
Helgi:
How will you implement this?
Dave Western:
It depends on each area, depends on time location and group.

Bill Lanly:
Has anyone talked to the groups they started with?
Most young callers come from families that have already been into square dancing
Arlo Speers:
Cadets, girl guides, etc other groups
Dave Western:
4 H, home schooling, let us know where you thing we should target
Mary Power:
Getting kids dancing may not carry straight across to our clubs. Don’t think they would actually feed our
clubs.
Dave Western:
There are university Square Dance Groups etc, it exposes people to Square dancing.
Action: go back and talk to your clubs and let us know, bring proposals to and ideas.
8. New Business
a) The Future of EOSARDA Dances
- Barbara Englehart
b) Fall Fest - Kill it or revive it?
- Barbara Englehart
c) Club 50 - a Discussion
- David Currie
Brenson Paterson:
We should get rid of some of the calls that are not used as often. Some are too slow. Youth want faster
moves.
Dave Currie:
Kids have so much energy we need to look at our clientele
We are not restricted to what we teach, we need to meet the local needs
Some of the groups would have to be dedicated to using this program.
51 calls in basic.
Club 50 – 11 slow = 10 fast moves
Does not make the group able to travel as easy if we restrict them to specific dances that only specific clubs
dance.
d) Is Round Dancing dying in Eastern Ontario?
9. Other business
a) Date and location of next Council of Dancers

Submitted by
Ronald Gardner
Secretary
Next COD
April 2016

- Dave Western

Reports:
Attachment #1 - Submitted by Dave Western

Opening Remarks - Council of Dancers November 15, 2015
Good afternoon and welcome to the November 2015 Council of Dancers.
If any of you have not yet signed in, would you please do so now and if you are representing a club, please make
sure that the name of the club is clearly indicated. (PRINT legibly please, Ron has to try and read it later.)
If you don’t have one, a few copies of the agenda are available on the back table.
We will take a fifteen minute break around 2:45 at which time we will have tea/coffee and snacks. Please resume
your seats promptly at the end of the break.
Under EOSARDA’s Constitution and By-laws:




Any registered dancer may attend and speak at the meeting,
But only Club Representatives have a vote.
Each registered club may have up to 2 representatives both of whom may vote on any issue before the
Council.

However, no individual Club Rep may vote more than once on any issue (you don’t get two votes if you are
the only rep from your club)

Directors cannot vote unless they are also Club Reps.

The Board is bound by any decision or direction issued by this Council.
When addressing Council, please keep in mind that, no matter how notorious you may think you are, you are not
necessarily known to everyone in the hall. Please clearly state your name and club affiliation before contributing
to the discussion. The Secretary in particular needs to know who you are and what club you represent. That way
he will know who to blame when making up the Minutes and also who to contact if there are any questions about
what was said. When addressing the meeting for the first time.
Those of you with prepared texts are asked to submit them to the Secretary electronically as soon as possible after
the meeting.
To enable this Council to make decisions and to elect a new Board, a quorum of 25% of Member Clubs is required.
We currently have 30 clubs registered as Members of EOSARDA, so a quorum is 8 clubs. Madame Registrar, can
you confirm that we have enough Member clubs present to allow us to continue?
This afternoon your Board of Directors will be reporting to you on the Board’s activities over the course of the past
year. But more importantly, we are going to begin a dialogue about the future of square and round dancing in
Eastern Ontario. This discussion will take many directions and will most certainly not be finished today. It will
include discussions about dancer training protocols, dance scheduling conflicts, young dancer recruitment and the
future of regional dances. Doubtless it will include other topics of mutual interest as time goes on. But it is a
st
dialogue that has to take place if square and round dancing is to flourish in Eastern Ontario in the 21 century.
So let’s start talking.

Reports:
Attachment #2 – Submitted by Charlene Gardner
Treasurer's Report October
Information not posted on-line but available upon request
Attachment #3 - Submitted by Mary Anne Reinhard
Publicity Committee Report November 2015 to the Board of Directors
The Committee met recently to discuss actions for the year.
I will be writing up a review of the 60th Anniversary
We are in agreement that we should work towards a successful Frosty Fling. To that end we would like the help of
Clubs in promoting the dance and recognize as well that often it is the personal touch that will encourage dancers
to come to an event. It is our hope that the Board members will join us in going out to visit clubs and promote
dancer awareness of the event.
We will be sending out an email to the Club Executive’s in January seeking their top three promotional successes.
We plan to incorporate those ideas with contacts specifically for their areas for Media and possible event contacts
where possible.
We would like to look at and design some material in (pdf-print ready format) that the Clubs could adapt for
promotional purposes for Open Houses, Demo dances etc including tentative pricing should this be acceptable to
the Council of Dancers. Our aim would be to have this ready for the April Council of Dancers. It may be possible to
obtain a saving if printing were done as a multi-club purchase. Any decision to make a united purchase would
need to be finalized early in May to be accomplished within this dance year.
We will also continue to promote this year’s edition of the successful Travel dangle.
Submitted Nov. 15 2015
Mary Anne Reinhard
Chair

Reports:
Attachment #3 - Submitted by Dave Western - Publicity Working Group

Apr 15, 2015
The focus of activity for P&P since last November has been on setting up a Publicity Working Group with
representatives from every club in the region.
As Council was advised in November, the Working Group was to be tasked with helping the Board to
develop a comprehensive, effective, consistent and affordable publicity program for the whole region
that would complement the recruiting activities of our member clubs.
Although a request was made at Council for each club to name a representative to the Working Group,
no action was taken on this by ay club until I contacted each club president with a direct request to
name a representative. There was a great deal of surprise among the club presidents when my request
was received and not a little resistance despite the fact that no objections had been raised when this
idea was presented to Council in November. This raises some concern about the way in which Council
issues are being shared with club executives and the degree of attention that is given to issues discussed
at Council.
Anyway, at the present time all clubs are represented on the Working Group (some rather reluctantly)
with the exception of the Cornwall Carousels.
Since many members of the working group had no experience at the regional level and we’re not be
aware of what we have done in the past, I developed a Background paper to bring them up to speed. A
copy of this discussion paper can be found on the discussion board on eodance.ca
The working group made extensive use of electronic media, including the new discussion group facility
on eodance that Bob Summers developed. There have been no face-to-face meetings, nor ate any
anticipated.
In late February, after Bob and I had extensively tested the Discussion Board, I sent out log-in
instructions to all members of the Working Group and also invited them to begin discussing ways in
which EOSARDA can help clubs with their annual recruiting drives.
I had no sooner done that than the server went down and access to the Discussion Forum was cut off. It
took about 48 hours to get things up and running again.
Since then there have been 367 views of the Discussion Forum and 18 replies have been posted.
So what’s the bottom line? Did we get a consensus and do we have a new approach to recommend to
Council?
Unfortunately, No, we do not. There was certainly a lot of interest in the Discussion Board, but no clear
consensus arose. Instead we ended up with 25 recommendations as follows:

Maintain current financial support for clubs
-2
Feature article in press
-1
Arrange for local TV coverage
-1
Consider a January start-up
-1
Booth at the Zoomers Show - May 9-10
-1
Offer free memberships to new dancers
-1
Place an ad in the Ottawa Citizen
-1
Flash mob
-1
Sponsor a Family Day
-1
Dance Demos w/audience participation
-2
Do a survey of the general public
-1
Compress the learning time
-1
Have a central learning point
-1
Professional PR/Marketing campaign
-1
Regional Advertising blitz
-1
Posters in waiting rooms
-1
You tube video
-1
Co-sponsor (drug store) posters
-1
EOSARDA Facebook Page
-1
Target single dancers w/ad
-1
Media at large dances
-1
Pay for Callers at demos
-1
Give Callers money to purchase new music
-1
Re-engineer learning process to appeal to younger dancers (shorter learning cycle) - 3
Fund new initiatives
-1
There are also 2 replies and 119 views under “Colourful Brochure/Bookmark” but these seem to be
aimed more at clubs than the regional association.
So for the Fall it will be status quo with EOASRDA’s contribution being limited to providing recruiting
subsidies to those cubs who qualify, unless this Council wishes to direct the Board to proceed otherwise.
Reports:
Attachment #4 - Submitted by Pierre Reinhard
Para 6.3 - Dance Committee Report
1. On Saturday, February 7th, EOSARDA held Frosty Fling at St Patrick High School. This year, the dance was
held in the afternoon and by number of dancers who signed in, I would say that it was a success. The final signin numbers were 160 including the callers and cuers. Thirteen dancers identified themselves as new basic
dancers. This number may not be accurate and the number of new Mainstream or Round Dancers were not
taken into consideration.
Because of the change of venue, there were some complaints from the round dancers about the music crossing
over at the back of the gym making difficult to hear the cues. This was resolved by reducing the volume in the

square dance gym and reducing round dance area in the round dancing gym.
The overall dance was a success both monetarily and by the number of dancer's attending both the round and
square dancers. I think that EOSARDA should look at having the Frosty Fling 2016 in the afternoon as well.
2. Fall Fest 2015: Just a reminder that at the CoD last November, the council voted not the have this fall. It will be
discussed again at the CoD November 2015 for fall 2016.
3. Later we will be talking about EOSARDA 60th Anniversary Dance.
Reports:
Attachment #5 - Submitted by
Reports:
Attachment #6 - Submitted by Bob Summers

IT Report to Council of Dancers Mtg – Apr 19, 2015
Since the last COD meeting, more work has been done on the Discussion Group linked to the eoDance
website. Initially, the security measures had a “CAPTCHA” system -- a graphic display of letters and
numbers where you had to type the same letters and numbers to match. This is to make it hard for
“bots” to post garbage on the Discussion Group. That failed miserably, apparently “bots” have become
very sophisticated at handling “CAPTCHA” displays and we had many bogus posts as well as many bogus
user registrations. The security system was changed to a simple “Question & Answer” challenge
(“What’s the next number in the sequence: 2,3,4,5”) and this seems to have stopped the “bots” from
posting and registering. Go figure…
A dedicated “Forum” was set up for the Publicity Working Group to brainstorm and discuss ideas of for
publicizing square and round dancing in our area instead of just using emails. It seems to have been
successful in sharing comments from clubs and continues to be a repository for others to read.
To encourage dancers to post information to the Discussion Group, the latest News Highlight about the
recent new-caller showcases and the April B/MS dance gives a brief intro on the website but then links to
a full post of the information on the Discussion Group.
Please note that this Discussion Group is meant for posting by members, not the webmaster. Also
webmasters are not generally expected to provide content for a website but rather to mechanically put
content from others on the site – so feel free to suggest any information that you feel the website needs.
Reports:
Attachment #7 - Submitted by Richard Sharman
Club Liaison
32 Broadcast Messages have been sent to our contact list. This list should include one member from each club who
is responsible for forwarding the messages to their members.
We have received and paid bursaries for recruitment from 5 clubs.
The Trillium Merit Award was awarded to Rusty Sauders by David Western at the Halfway Dance.
We have received nominations for a Long Service award and two merit awards, approved and forwarded them to the
Ontario Federation.
Bob Summers initiated the Visiting Dancer program designed to encourage new dancers visit other clubs. New
dancers are often very hesitant to visit other clubs, yet this is an excellent way of improving dancer skills and

confidence. When visiting clubs that participate in the program Basic Dancers are admitted free and they can bring
an angel who gets if for half price. (It is recognized that it is almost impossible to get Beginning Dancers to visit
other clubs without someone else going along.)
The Club Visitation Dangle program has been revitalized. Only one couple applied for the dangle. (Marguerite and
Jim Evens were given their dangle at the Frosty Fling dance.) The new program has two levels and several people
are known to be actively chasing it!

Reports:
Attachment #8 - Submitted by Bob Summers
OACA Report to Council of Dancers Mtg – Apr 19, 2015
OACA meets 6 times a year (the first Sunday in Oct, Nov, Dec, Feb, Mar, and Apr) for 2 hours. April’s meeting
was cancelled this year because it fell on Easter Sunday.
The first half of the meeting focuses on Business Items: things that affect or are of interest to callers, our dancers,
our clubs and square dancing in general. Since the Chair of the OACA is also on the EOSARDA Board, part of the
business section includes a report of items discussed at the previous EOSARDA board meeting.
The second half of the meeting is spent on workshops and presentations to the callers by members of the OACA.
This season, the OACA has 19 members consisting of club callers, past callers and new callers. We had one new
member join our association this year. 2 members are retired or on medical hiatus.
Three callers are on the EOSARDA board –
- Bob Summers as Chair of the OACA, and Chair of the IT Committee,
- Richard Sharman, as the Chair of the Club Liaison Committee, and
- Andy Himberg-Larsen as a Director and Equipment Manager.
Recent Discussions at OACA since the last Council of Dancers meeting
Barry Clasper, Chair of CALLERLAB, an international organization that fosters the art of square dance calling and
improving caller skills, gave a great presentation on competition in square dancing. This presentation was the bulk
of our Feb meeting.
From Barry’s talk …
Until recently CALLERLAB actually had a policy stating competition should not be a part of square dancing. Over
the past few years that attitude dissipated enough for the policy to be revoked.
Recently the CALLERLAB Board Of Governors did some research to get a feeling for how many competitive
square dance events might actually be out there. This research identified a dozen or so competitions that are still
active. This research turned up some interesting facts:
• Most are aimed at young people
• Most are based on Traditional square dancing (i.e. entire dances are known and may be practiced in advance of the
competition).
• Most are judged more heavily on presentation factors (e.g. appearance, synchronicity, styling, etc.) than accuracy
(e.g. dancing what is being called, reacting to unusual situations, puzzle solving).
One thing that the investigation demonstrated clearly is that competitive formats attract younger people. If we are
trying to attract younger people to our activity, some element of competition would seem to offer appeal.

Barry showed videos of young dancers at the Pennsylvania Farm Show and teens taking part in the Pacific North
West Competitions where Barry was the “mystery caller” recently for those competitions, and called some fairly
complex and unusual choreography,
Suppose we were to work at increasing the presence of competition in square dancing. Barry mentioned some of the
results we might expect. The major ones are:
• We would increase our appeal to younger people; competitions seem to help counter the “square dancing isn't
cool” attitude.
• Competitions can provide an appealing public demonstration of what square dancing is like and how it can be fun.
So the conundrum appears to be: we need younger dancers to have competitions and we need competitions to attract
younger dancers.

Now, to contrast this exciting world of youth and competitive dancing, at our next month’s meeting, Wendy
Vandermeulen made a great presentation on the reality that we face each day with our current dancers who’s age and
commitment are not the same as in the past. Today’s dancers are older, they have other interests take away from
dance nights, they take off for weeks at a time for vacation, etc. The sad truth is that our dancers are not as
committed and as a result are weaker. By keeping our same approach to teaching, such dancers get frustrated with
the “lessons”, don’t do well and perhaps get discouraged and leave.
In effect, the “Rush to Plus” in the USA is just a more extreme version of our “Rush to Mainstream”. Effectively
there is no place for Basic dancers just to dance. The typical statement: Everyone complains about how “weak” our
dancers are and yet no one does anything about it.
So rather than just agree that something needs to be done – and continue to do nothing – the callers agreed
experiment with changes to the Basic program next fall to help strengthen new dancers.
The approach will be to teach only the first 40 Basic calls in the first year, with remaining 13 Basic calls and the 16
Mainstream calls taught in the second dance year.
By reducing the number of moves taught in the first year, it's hoped that new dancers will have more time to practice
those moves and strengthen their dancing skills.
As an example of their continued commitment to strengthening new dancers and giving them a place to “just dance”,
Wendy, John and Brian had a very successful dance night last week at Sir Robert Bordon HS aimed squarely at our
Basic and Mainstream dancers.
Most of this information has already been on the eoDance website for months now.

David Western was at the Barry Clasper presentation about youth competitive dancing and wanted to “take the next
step”. He presented a youth initiative that is based on the success that some individual callers have had some in
various local schools. Much of the current school dance program is just exposing the youth to square dancing for 5
days and then nothing more is/can be/has been done. David said that he’d like to see some expansion of this into
more regular dancing (teen clubs, after school dancing, etc).
Basic Summer Dancing is on again this summer at the Tom Brown arena. Schedules have been prepared and are
being distributed.
For next year, the OACA has a new executive. John Charman agreed to stay on OACA Treasurer. and Dave Currie
will be the OACA Chair for the next season.

Reports:
Attachment #9 - Submitted by Jim Sawtell
ROUND DANCE ASSOCIATION REPORT
April 19, 2015
The Round Dance Teachers have been busy planning for the Cowan Tribute/Cancer Benefit Dance. We are getting
down to the final details and hope that the other dance which is scheduled for the same evening will not deter too
many dancers. This is our only Open Dance this year. If you wish to lend a hand, let me know.
Jean and Don Clingin announced that in September, they will not continue with “Take-a-Step Rounds” in
Nepean/Ottawa. Their last class will be on April 30th. Gerry and Jim Sawtell have agreed to fill the void and
continue with the dancers at the same venue, on the same night, and at the same time beginning next September.
We hope to see all of you at the dance on Saturday night April 25th. For more information visit the EODance
website.
Submitted by Jim Sawtell

Reports:
Attachment #10 - Submitted by Dave Western
EOSARDA Procedures Manual
Chapter 24
EOSARDA - Club Visit Dangle
Overview
The EOSARDA Club Visit Dangle is intended to encourage visits to EOSARDA Member Dance
Clubs and attendance at Open Dances. It is awarded, upon application, to any registered dancer who
completes the specified number of visits during the course of a single dance year (September 1
through August 30).
For the purposes of qualifying for this dangle the term “visit” includes:




a visit to any EOSARDA Member club of which you are not a member, on its regular club night
attendance at any Open Dance sponsored by an EOSARDA Member Club/Association
attendance at any Open Dance sponsored by EOSARDA
To obtain your dance dangle:





complete the required number of visits during a single dance year (only one club night visit per club
per year per applicant please)
have the application form signed and dated as proof of your visit
- submit the completed application form to Mary Anne Reinhard, Club Liaison Committee by no
later than September 30 of the following year.

Achievement Levels
Silver Level
To earn a Silver Club Visit Dangle, a dancer must, during the course of a single dance year, undertake
5 “visits”.
Gold Level
To earn a Gold Dance Dangle, a dancer must, during the course of a single dance year, undertake 8
“visits”.
NOTE
Some clubs in Upper New York State are members in good standing of the Seaway Valley Square
and Round Dance Association which is a member of EOSARDA. A visit to one of these clubs
qualifies as a “visit” under this program and any dancer registered with one of these clubs may
qualify to receive a Club Visit Dangle.1

1

Revised April 12, 2015

EOSARDA Club Visit Dangle - Application Form
Please Print
Name:
Club:
Mailing Address:
Phone Number:
Club Visits
Name of Club Visited

Date of Visit

Signature of Caller or Club Executive

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

EOSARDA-Sponsored Dances
Signature of member of dance committee or EOSARDA Executive
Frosty Fling
Swing into Spring
Note all visits must be completed between September 1 and August 30 of a single dance year.
Submit completed form to Mary Anne Reinhard of the Club Liaison Committee on or before September
30 of the next dance year.

Reports:
Attachment #11 - Submitted by Dave Western

Direct Dancer Registration with Federation (Amended)
April 19, 2015
For some time now, I have been aware that all of the Clogging Clubs in Eastern Ontario have chosen to register their
clubs and their dancers directly with Federation. The origins of this arrangement have ben lost in the mists of time,
but it apparently stems from Clogging Clubs feeling that EOSARDA was not paying sufficient attention to their
wants and needs.
I have never been very comfortable with this practice, but given that we had other more pressing matters to deal
with, I chose to let sleeping dogs lie.
However, during the course of a recent exchange of e-mails with one of our clubs a situation of which I was
unaware, has come to my attention.
As you know, some of our Member Clubs choose to belong to more than one regional Association due to their
geographical location, eg Border Boosters. This has resulted in some Member clubs registering both their club and
their dancers with EOSARDA, while others have only registered their club with us, choosing to register their
dancers through another regional association. We have previously discussed how this complicates matters when it
comes to Recruitment Subsidies, but seem to have found an acceptable way to deal with the issue.
But now I have learned of yet another wrinkle in the registration process. In at least one case, one of our Member
clubs has chosen to register its dancers directly with Federation. In doing so, they pay $4 per dancer to Federation,
thus saving the club $2 per dancer over what they would have paid to register their dancers with EOSARDA.
The first problem with this process is that it deprives EOSARDA of needed operating funds. If more clubs decided
to follow this route, our association would incur a financial loss sufficient to put its continued existence in doubt.
And there is another potential problem.
Among other things, EOSARDA Members Clubs are entitled to receive subsidies for recruitment and for Dance
Leader training; reduced costs for advertising in Square Time; and to have EOSARDA reps attend their annual
graduation ceremonies. So for an annual payment of only $8 - the price of a club registration - a club could receive
$200 or more in direct financial benefits.
I believe that this is unacceptable.
I am therefore proposing that we attack this issue on two levels.
a) Ontario Square and Round Dance Federation
I propose that EOSARDA formally petition Federation to:
- cease allowing clubs located in any area where a regional association is active, to register the club and/or its
dancers directly with Federation.
b) EOSARDA Member Clubs
I propose that we ask Council to approve amendments to our Operating Procedures that would preclude any club
which has chosen to register its dancers directly with Federation from receiving any financial benefits from its
membership in EOSARDA including but not limited to:

- reduced advertising costs for Square Time
- eligibility for Recruiting Subsidies
- eligibility for subsidies for Dance Leader training
- free attendance of EOSARDA representatives at any club event such as Annual New Dancer
Graduation ceremonies.
- use of EOSARDA’s not-for-profit number
- free receipt of certificates recognizing major club events

Reports:
Attachment #12 - Submitted by Geoff Clarke
Address to: The Council of Dancers Meeting of April 19, 2015
I first raised this 'issue' quite a number of years ago at a COD meeting, in Kemptville as I recall, but was politely
'shot down' by daring to suggest that we (EOSARDA) should really "do anything" concrete about it, after-all I was
told, you really can't tell the clubs what to do. And so I said to myself at the time, "oh well, I guess it will work itself
out in time" and said nothing further. That was quite some time prior to 2012, and I've not been able to find any
'record' (ie: minutes) of the points I raised at that particular COD meeting. Yes, the 'dance date conflict issue' has
been raised a couple of times at COD meetings in April 2012 & Nov 2013, but nothing has been done to correct the
ongoing problem. So this is why I'm here now addressing this Council so there will be a formal record of the
specifics & response or plan of action (if any) to deal with this issue head on.
So, referring to an October 21, 2012 email that I wrote to the EOSARDA President which included in part, the
following .........."looking at the EOSARDA “Calendar of Events” for the month of November, one can’t help but
notice that there are no less than 3 Dances scheduled for the same weekend day – Saturday, November 10th. 2
WITHIN EOSARDA & one just outside."
For the two dances WITHIN EOSARDA, we have a “contest” between Square Dancers & Round Dancers as to
which event they’ll chose to support. It puzzles me, given the current ‘state of affairs’ of our dance community as to
WHY do we continue to do this – forcing dancers to make these kinds of choices? If we had a huge surplus of
dancers, fine, but that’s not the reality we face right now! I don’t know ‘who was first’ when scheduling that date,
and probably neither looked at any possible conflicts of dates, but surely some sort of ‘checkpoint’ can be put in
place to avoid this kind of ‘competition’ for dancers as BOTH events will likely lose out (whether you’re dancing
Basic or A2; or Phase 2 or 6). Some of the ‘old timers’ will tell you that once-upon-at-time, there was a ‘general
rule/agreement’ (within EOSARDA) to prevent this from happening – perhaps it’s time to bring that back?
Dancers do have to make choices when faced with ‘alternatives’ – but to create that situation within our own area is
foolish! Just my opinion...... side note: we’ve chosen to go to the Harbour Lights Food Bank dance.
And the 'conflicts' that I was referring to at that time was only the 'tip of the iceberg', for, in the response I received
from the EOSARDA President it contained other examples of similar conflicts including club date events conflicting
with the Swing Into Spring event that year. So what happened? Well, SiS lost money that year, because, IMHO,
the dancers had to choose which event they would attend. (see COD minutes of April 2012 for specific details)
BUT, NOTHING CHANGED!
Roll forward to 2013 and I noted in the fall of that year that we had....
 Sat - OCTOBER 5th - "Annual Dance for Knowledge" versus "A2 Blast Weekend"
 Sun - OCTOBER 20th - "Special A1/A2 Dance" versus "Regular A2 Club Dance" - same time of the day!!
 Sat - NOVEMBER 9th - "Capital Caper" (Rounds) versus "ANNUAL FOOD BANK DANCE"

YES, again in 2013, as a Square & Round dancer, I personally had to 'choose' again, this time I had THREE choices.
And yes I chose the Food Bank Dance again! Again there was a brief mention in the COD minutes of November
2013, but again, no decisions were forthcoming, other than "Please try to schedule taking other clubs into account".
That 'approach' hasn't help much!
Onwards through 2014 and, as a website coordinator, I continued to watch the flyers go by & the events being
posted on the EOSARDA & SVSRDA websites, and saw that the dancing conflicts continued unabated (eg: March
& April), but being Festival 2014 year, there was already enough going on for us all to deal with first.
So here we are in 2015 and guess what, nothing's changed and it's early in the year and we have "dancing conflicts"
posted already and it's only April !!......



Saturday, April 25th - Tribute to Don Cowan Round dance versus A2 Training Days and....
Sat & Sun, August 28/29 - Summer Caper Round dance versus RGS Summer Weekend

I 'understand' that there was a serious attempt to resolve the April 25th conflict, but to no avail, and so the conflict
remains intact & dancers will now have to choose which event they wish to attend. Wonderful!
You know it's tough enough to fill our halls as it is without creating conflicts for ourselves by making Dancers chose
between one event or the other on the SAME DATES!!
Questions that come to my mind include .... Are these decisions being made for the benefit of the ACTIVITY, or
(dare I say) are there selfish personal reasons for it? Does nobody really care any more about the 'overall' well-being
of Square (& Round) dancing in EOSARDA such that all decisions are made for the benefit of the DANCERS,
nothing more, nothing less - the DANCERS must win & to force them to have to choose is NOT a winning scenario!
This has been going on for far too long time, and it's been 'talked about' but really nothing has been done, nor has
anything changed and I personally think it's about time that something "concrete" should be done about it, with
decisions made and recorded, to create a positive direction going forward!...... or, do we continue to just ignore it
and watch the eventual self-destruction of our activity as clubs, dancers, leaders, & organizers end up with a 'dog eat
dog' stance for "their piece of turf"!?
I remember Keith Watters telling me that 'years ago' there was an unwritten agreement amongst clubs, callers, cuers
& organizers which prevented this kind of thing happening. So what happened to that?
As I said in my email to the EOSARDA President back in 2012.... "I brought this up some years ago at a COD
meeting and was promptly ‘shot down in flames’ for even suggesting the ‘bizarre idea’ of an “EOSARDA
Coordinator” who’s role would be to ‘manage’ the local dance scheduling so that conflicts would be avoided. I
recall the ‘issue’ surrounding that suggestion was that of “Club Autonomy” , in other words..... having ‘anyone’
with the power to possibly say ‘no’ to a Club that wanted to hold a dance on a particular date.... well, that just
wouldn’t happen! So unless the ‘landscape’ has changed and the clubs might now be willing to consider such,
AND the EOSARDA Board is prepared to take on the ‘central scheduling’ task, then I doubt that it will fly
today?"
And what I'm referring to here is CONFLICTS between any 'single event' DANCING (not meetings etc.) that would
occur on WEEKENDS whereby the organizer(s) are trying to achieve at least a 'break even' result. Even
EOSARDA's own 'Dance Manual' (chapter 20.2[b]) makes the note ".... in order to ensure participation by as many
dancers from as many areas as possible...." Note the use of the word "DANCERS", without any distinction as to
whether we're talking about Rounds or Squares, or levels or phases... JUST dancers..... period!
As I hear that the registration for SiS 2015 is currently around the 175 dancer mark, I believe that's much higher than
in the past? Could that be due to the fact that there's NO CONFLICT with T&D (or equivalent event) this time
around? Granted that we're talking two events set far apart in the past, but you can quickly see how "conflicting"

dates cause dancers to have to choose! So if the events are even closer together (ie: within EOSARDA), then the
impact is much more severe!
The question then I put to the members of this Council Meeting is simply this -"ARE THE EOSARDA CLUBS,
CALLERS, CUERS, AND ORGANIZERS WILLING to put into place a procedure to "manage" the
scheduling of dates of 'weekend' dancing events going forward with the expressed intent of removing dancing
conflicts & maximizing the attendance at those events?" Note: This would HAVE to be a UNANIMOUS
decision in order for it to work.
**************************************************************************************

MOTION:
Moved by Geoff Clarke (Lockits)
Seconded by Gerry Sawtell (Round Tuits)
......... "that EOSARDA, within its current structure, establish the position of a "Dancing Date
Scheduler/Coordinator" for the expressed & singular intent of eliminating dance date conflicts within the
boundaries of EOSARDA"

Reports:
Attachment #13 - Submitted by Pierre Reinhard
Para 8.4 – EOSARDA 60th Anniversary
The dance Committee is in the process of planning for the EOSARDA 60th Anniversary.
a. Local callers and cuers
b. Date: either Oct 3rd or 4th 2015 (depending on availability of venues) in the afternoon
c. since it will be a celebration party it will be in one hall square and rounds.
d. it will be catered
e. we are still in planning stage.

Reports:
Attachment #14 - Submitted by Dave Western - Elections
Slate of Nominees for Board of Directors 2015/16

Currie, Gavin

Englehart, Barbara

Gardner, Charlene

Gardner, Ron

Himberg-Larsen, Andy

Langtry, Billi

Langtry, Chuck

Reinhard, Mary Anne

Reinhard, Pierre

Sharman, Richard

Summers, Bob

Tripp, June

Warner, Bruce

Western, Dave
__________________________________________________________
RDTA Rep - Sawtell, Jim
OACA Rep - Currie, David

Reports:
Attachment #15 - Submitted by Dave Western
Report - Young Dancer Initiative

April 15, 2015

As you all know only too well, we are losing about 10% of our square dancers every year. This loss is not
sustainable in the long run. If it continues square dancing in our part of the country is going to go the way of the
dodo bird - and in my opinion, that is not a good thing.
Over the past 5 years, across the region we have been working very hard on the twin themes of Recruitment and
Retention, and have been doing quite well on the former. As I pointed out in the last edition of Square Time, over
20% of our current dancers were not dancing with us three years ago. So we are definitely bringing in new recruits,
lots of them.
We have even succeeded in bringing in a few younger (30-40 year old) new dancers.
But overall, our new recruits tend to be in the 50+ bracket.
Unfortunately, we are losing older dancers at a rate that is greater than our intake rate.
Because of our demographic profile, square dancing continues to be identified in the public mind as a “Seniors
Activity”.
There is nothing wrong with this per se, we certainly need to maintain our successful efforts to attract the 50+
crowd.
But as clubs age:



it becomes harder to find volunteers to run things;
more and more dancers disappear during the winter months, leaving clubs struggling to pay the
bills and keep things going and

the pool of potential Callers is significantly reduced since older dancers are less likely to want to
take on the challenge of learning a new craft.
And of course, the dance-life span of older dancers is shorter than that of younger ones.
I think that we can all agree that significantly increasing the intake of younger dancers would be a good thing. But
how do we do this?
Last month Barry Clasper gave the OACA a very interesting talk about the benefits of competitive square dancing
and the proven attraction that it has for younger dancers. But while he supplied the “Why”, he did not provide the
“How” and in talking to him afterwards, he had no more ideas for that then we do.
The conundrum is that while Competitive Square Dancing attracts young dancers, we need young dancers to do
competitive dancing and we don’t have them.
We know from experience that when people like Paul Adams and Graham Ingrham go into schools to teach square
dancing the kids respond very favourably. But those same kids are remarkably resistant to the idea of dancing with
our regular clubs. They just don’t want to dance with their grandparents, and frankly, who can blame them?
To my mind we need to find a way to get some youth clubs up and running, and that is easier said than done.
But, suppose that we were to take a flexible approach and allow youth clubs to exist as:






lunch time clubs in schools or
as after-school extra-curricular activities or
church-affiliated clubs, or
city sponsored youth groups or
club-sponsored youth sections or


even stand alone youth clubs
with no one way of doing things?

And, suppose that we could provide the program at no cost to either the dancers or the sponsoring bodies?
Suppose we were able to offer youth a 20-week Basic/Mainstream teaching program at no charge with the option of
continuing on to Plus and above at a minimal cost?
The initial goal would be to set up 2-3 clubs exclusively for youth and teach the full Basic and Mainstream program.
We would promote inter-club competition by having a well-publicized dance-off among the clubs at the end of the
20-week session.
We would also choose the best dancers for demo teams to promote square dancing among youth.
To do this I propose to seek seed money from the Association, Federation and Society.
Our goal would be to obtain an initial $10K
This would permit us to:
- Pay Callers $2,000 for 20 hours of instruction
- Pay for hall rentals where necessary and
- do a targeted advertising blitz advertising in selected areas
We would aim at starting the program in late Fall (October?) with the aim of graduating new dancers in the spring.
This would let them attend both the Halfway Dance and Frosty Fling and perhaps even Swing-into-Spring.
Come the next Fall we would repeat the initial program for new dancers and
Offer partially subsidized Plus lessons for returning dancers with the aim of making them self-funding within a
reasonable period of time.
Last Sunday I met with the OACA to pitch this concept to them and they were supportive of the concept.
I then spoke with Peter Piazza from the Ontario Federation who not only offered to try and obtain funding for the
project from Federation, but also to present the concept to Society with a view to getting additional funding. You
have already herd from Peter Courdin as to Federation’s response to our request. Contacts with Society have been
less positive, but we continue to seek their assistance with this project.
Even if we get funding from both senior levels, this project, if it is to succeed will require a multi-year financial
commitment from EOSARDA. What are your thoughts on this idea?

